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When i was getting ready to read this book , knowing it would
be the last in the series I didn t want to finish the book too
quickly This being the end meant that we wouldn t hear again
from the great group of heroes we were introduced to when
James started this whole series But of course, like all the ones
before I was pulled into this story right away and finished it
rather quickly I admit , I had been looking forward to this quite
a bit because I knew Liam was going to be going through some
tough stuff and I wanted to see him come out the other side
with the help of his loves, Outlaw and Reilly and be whole
again This story did NOT disappoint As all the others before it,
this was a great story We also get a glimpse at the other guys,
that we have learned to love as well and see how their lives
have changed since meeting their mates and falling in love I
LOVED that part I always like it when we get to revisit past
characters we learned to love Highly recommend this book.
Short sweet epilogue, we get closure and some sweet sexy
times This is a m nage book mmm I was too close to coming to
exact my sexual revenge on him right now.Now starting Sons
of Outlaws Series. The War Is Over But The Fight Liam Faces
Has Just Begun He Must Confront His Memories Or Be
Consumed By Them Nightmares Plague His Sleep Although
Liam S Body Has Healed, His Mind Is Fractured And Dark As
The Joy Of Christmas Falls On Mars, Liam, Outlaw, And Reilly
Return To Earth To The Very Prison Where Liam S Torment
First Began Will The Outlaw MC Of Mars Finally Find Their
Happy Endings A happy ending for Liam after his imprisonment
and subsequent release on Earth Outlaw and Reilly take Liam
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back to Earth to try and help him bury some of his demons,
one of which is the huge octopus type creature that put the
scar on Liam s face as they battled for survivalyou can guess
who triumphed Not sure whether this story was really
necessary as I was assuming that Outlaw and Reilly would do
everything they could to help Liam battle and overcome the
nightmares of his time spent in prison, but it s nice to get it
confirmed 4 stars Thanks James As much as book eight
provided a happy ending for the political situation on Mars, with
the corrupt government finally falling and Justice former
president of the Underground MC now in charge, the emotional
closure wasn t quite there Liam, recently rescued from his
abhorrent stay in the prison on Earth, may have been
physically saved, but he still has nightmares and unconquered
fears.Outlaw and Reilly devise the perfect plan to help Liam
deal with his memories A trip to Earth to confront the prison
and make Liam feel better when he sees it falling apart,
nothing left of the former terrors, is one part of the plan The
other is some hot and heavy loving to replace any lingering
traces of terror And the Christmas dinner once they re back on
Mars Perfect If you want to see the final final ending of Outlaw,
Liam, and Reilly, and if you re looking for one last glimpse into
the Outlaw MC s lives, then definitely don t miss this short
story. I read and I m reviewing this short story as the loose end
tie up of the Outlaw MC of Mars series On its own, this short
story would probably not rate the 4.0 rating that I m giving it,
but in this short story James Cox brings us a wrap up on the
open story line of Liam, and I have to recommend it because it
answers some of the unanswered questions that I, and other
readers, had.Liam is still haunted by memories of the awful
experiences he had while imprisoned on Earth, including his
fight to the death with a giant walking carnivorous octopus That
was one loose end I m not sure we ever knew what the beasts
were or I missed it somehow Now I ll be dreaming about giant
walking carnivorous octopus creatures running around the
countryside Back to our story On Mars, but not sleeping, Liam
isn t recovering as he should, so his two partners, Outlaw and
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Reilly take him back to Earth and drive the demons out of his
memories With sex, of course You did see who wrote this
story, correct I liked this final installment It touched on
everyone from the series, wrapping them all up together in their
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first Christmas post freedom from oppression I recommend this
final installment, as well as the entire series This final story
would not work as a standalone, so don t start here Start with
the first book and work your way through them I think you ll
enjoy them I know that I enjoyed them all This may be my
favorite book that James Cox has written That is saying
something since I adore everything I have ever read of his.This
story shows us how Outlaw, the President of Outlaw MC of
Mars, will stop at nothing to help his lover Liam face his
demons and deal with his past so he can continue to move
forward With the help of Reilly, their third in the love triangle,
they travel to Earth to help Liam create new happy memories
This really personally hit home for me I shed tears for Liam
because I know how important it is to have new memories to
replace the tragic ones Outlaw and Reilly help their mate
create sensual smoking hot memories that help him finally heal
the torture he endured and let him enjoy the happy ending that
the MC fought so hard for.Thank you James for this I stand
corrected This last book in the series is the true feel good wrap
up to this series The government has been overthrown
Enemies of those who want a better and equitable world are
vanquished What could happen This book is what happens
after the happily ever after.From Liam s perspective, we see
how all the couples in the previous books are still happily
together It is nice to see everyone smiling and free For Liam,
he should be fine but his nightmares are non stop His
nightmares involve the Beast, not sexual violations The beast
is a nasty mutated octopus that could walk on land and kill
humans This was actually pretty cool I liked this part of it and
Mr Cox paints a dark and grim picture It is easy to visualize the
horror and desolation in Earth s prison.Memories of Liam s
time at the end, right before he is rescued can be summed up
in two words soul crushing The sheer hopelessness
transferring from the words on the page to the reader s feelings
is rather intense For me, it amazes me how Liam even
survived His PTSD is completely understandable This sets the
conflict up nicely and the resolution is a sweet if rather
extravagant closure This last book is a quick read and
recommended for fans of this series who want to see how all
the characters in this series are doing post war. Full reviewage
for this epilogue on Prism Book Alliance Liam, Outlaw, and
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Reilly the time has come to deal with the impact of Liam s
imprisonment and all that he suffered while on Earth He barely
survived, and now he s barely hanging on mentally and
emotionally now that he s back on Mars, safe.First, this doesn t
have much to do with Christmas or any other holiday LOL This
is like an extended, fully developed epilogue that allows us all
some appropriate closure with all of the characters in the MC
No matter who your favorites might be, you ll get a glimpse of
them here The focus is on Liam, though, and Outlaw and Reilly
forcing him to deal with what was done to him on Earth.We get
Cox s continuing improvement in storytelling and writing It felt a
bit choppy in the beginning but then things settled in and I
sailed smoothly through the story His usual talents for
describing the physical surroundings, injecting emotion into the
erotica, and knowing how to up the ante in how his guys get it
on and satisfy one another are all here.The opening definitely
sets the emotional tone of the rest of the story.This entire
series has been such a fun ride, getting to share Mars with
these characters It s especially enjoyable to spend the final
chapters with Liam and Outlaw.Step right up After you ve read
the previous stories, that is As I said, we get updates on many
of the characters, the MC members, from previous books I do
wish there had been , a few scenes with them, as a part of this
sweet, hot goodbye And now that the series is complete, I can
tell you that my favorites are Deviant and Tage DThank you,
James Cox, for this series and for giving us this final act with all
of the guys. Awesome, sexy and incredible touching story
When you ve ever doubt that big brute Outlaw wouldn t care for
the ones he loved, especially his soul Liam and his heart Reilly,
it will warm your heart and an little awww would slip over your
lips every now and then, trust me To help Liam fight his
nightmares and evil memories, Outlaw and Reilly come up with
a sneaky but important plan But will it be enough to get them
their beloved Lover back As a big big fan of this amazing series
it s nothing other than a must read Break Me got me to tears
and so did this sweet and short Christmas story, it s that good
And I had to laugh, Reillys earlier Christmas presents,
awesome James It was beautiful to see all of those big bad
hunks again celebrating their freedom, they ve deserved their
HEA, all of them But will Liam be among them Give it a try, just
do it Oh I will miss this guysat least till the rereads.
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